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WELCOME!
We are excited and pleased to bring you this electronic
reincarnation of a publication that had a wonderful run in
hard copy for many years here in New Mexico . The original
Man, Alive! was a collaboration of many, originally lead by
its first editor, Chuck Cockelreas. An incredible writer and
NMMW contributor for years, Chuck was a wonderful
anchor for this publication that gave another voice for a
vision of masculinity that was inclusive, open -hearted,
emotionally fluent and committed to positive change
personally and in the larger spheres of family and
community. I am honored to bring you some samplings
from this community, with the hope that this momentum
will renew and that Man, Alive! will again be a platform
for meaningful thoughts, contributions, and connections.
Many thanks to Tim Seibles, Poet Laureate for the State of
Virginia and Professor of English and Creative writing at
Old Dominion University, for his kind permission to print
“Ode to My Hands”. Sincere gratitude for NMMW and its
Board of Directors for continued work and support of this
and many wonderful projects, programs and network s,
especially Victor La Cerva, President of NMMW for his
support and his collaboration in the re -birth of this
publication. Finally, heartfelt thanks to all of the
contributors and to the readers of Man, Alive! We hope you
enjoy this first electronic version, reflecting on the theme
of hands. We hope to experience support, participation and
the development of a publication that might become
another means of connection, collaboration and peaceful
communication in a larger community.
Blessings, and many thanks,
Hank Blackwell
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Ode to my Hands
Tim Seibles
Five-legged pocket spiders, knuckled
starfish, grabbers of forks, why
do I forget that you love me:
your willingness to button my shirts,
tie my shoes—even scratch my head!
which throbs like a traffic jam, each thought
leaning on its horn. I see you
waiting anyplace always
at the ends of my arms—for the doctor,
for the movie to begin, for
freedom—so silent, such
patience! testing the world
with your bold myopia: faithful,
ready to reach out at my
softest suggestion, to fly up
like two birds when I speak, two
brown thrashers brandishing verbs
like twigs in your beaks, lifting
my speech the way pepper springs
the tongue from slumber. O!
If only they knew the unrestrained
innocence of your intentions,
each finger a cappella, singing
a song that rings like rain
before it falls—that never falls!
Such harmony: the bass thumb, the
pinkie's soprano, the three tenors
in between: kind quintet x 2
rowing my heart like a little boat
upon whose wooden seat I sit
strummed by Sorrow. Or maybe
I misread you completely
and you are dreaming a tangerine, one
particular hot tamale, a fabulous
banana! to peel suggestively,
like thigh-high stockings: grinning
as only hands can grin
down the legs—caramel, cocoa,
black-bean black, vanilla—such lubricious
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dimensions, such public secrets!
Women sailing the streets
with God's breath at their backs.
Think of it! No! Yes:
let my brain sweat, make my
veins whimper: without you, my five-hearted
fiends, my five-headed hydras, what
of my mischievous history? The possibilities
suddenly impossible—feelings
not felt, rememberings unremembered—all the touches
untouched: the gallant strain
of a pilfered ant, tiny muscles
flexed with fight, the gritty
sidewalk slapped after a slip, the pulled
weed, the plucked flower—a buttercup!
held beneath Dawn's chin—the purest kiss,
the caught grasshopper's kick, honey,
chalk, charcoal, the solos teased
from guitar. Once, I played
viola for a year and never stopped
to thank you—my two angry sisters,
my two hungry men—but you knew
I just wanted to know
what the strings would say
concerning my soul, my whelming
solipsism: this perpetual solstice
where one + one = everything
and two hands teach a dawdler
the palpable alchemy
of an unreasonable world.
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From WORLDWORDS
by Victor La Cerva

Pagodes (pah-GO-djessh) Portuguese
A samba center, where musicians gather to jam.
Idiophones, such as drums, two sticks or bones clapped together, a string of
shells tinkling around the ankles, a dried gourd with seeds rattling in our hand,
were some of the world's first musical instruments. Even the sounds of the
names of different kinds of drums invoke the excitement they hold: Ngoma,
dauli, tupan, murumba, kalungu, babba ganga, atumpan, duono, embutu,
tumyr, isigubu, mujaguzo, dumbek, naqara, tar, darabukke, damaru, tabla,
mridanga, hoop, bass, snare, tom tom, conga, timbales, bongos, bata,
pandeiro, atabaque, okedo, daibyoshi, tsuri daiko, tsuzumi, ntenga, koboro.
Enter into the dynamism of a pagodes, a place of raw energy in motion,
spontaneity, risk, unfettered gusto, and the source of passionate desires. Here
there is the awe and mystery of the untamed parts of who we are. The
centering power of the drumbeat becomes the voice of the universe. From
beginner to master, all walk the path of exploring the sweet bliss of blending
hearts and hands together. We must allow some creative expression for the
wildness within. The impulse to drum is an invitation to partake of a primal
banquet of the soul.

I accept the innate desire of my hands to make music.
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Cowboy Hands
Hank Blackwell

I have watched the wounds
knit together, slowly
the rough edges of the tear,
like blanket ends,
searching for an even line.
The dagger wounds, though deep,
healed more readily;
cleaner edges than expected.
The ripped fabric, though,
leaves uneven scars,
sore to the touch;
distorted in appearance.
Of all of the woundings,
these last have been the most difficult.
Deeper, irregular,
they have been layered over
older ones, a knotty gauze
tying others together.
Like old cowboy hands…
these are the roadmaps
of my life,
keeping me separate and apart.
Though I fear isolation
from this historical disfigurement….
unseen, deep inside this old body
remains a grateful and loving heart…
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Healing Hands
Joseph Woods
As a teenager I was ashamed of my feminine like hands. Girls
sometimes teased me about them even though I was proud of the
fact that I was the in-house artist for my high school, worked on my
own car and keep our family home supplied with firewood.
A couple of years later I realized what a gift my hands were as I
began to live the life of an artist in collage. In Vietnam my hands
were put to work firing small arms and hauling ammunition of all
types. Other young sailors around me had their hands cut or
crushed so I learned to be very careful with the gift of my hands
and I dreamed of a time when I could return home to my art. I
returned from Vietnam angry and confused. I joined the peace
movement and realized the healing value of working with my
hands. A friend hired me to build a spring house over a live
bubbling spring in a redwood forest. I loved it. I enjoyed the healing
aspect of using my hands to create something useful. I went on to
build custom homes for several years.
During this time I returned to an old friend, surfing. I loved the
feel of the cold salt water as I paddled out in ocean waves on my
surfboard. The sensation of the cold ocean water flowing over my
hands connected me to a primitive part of myself and pure joy.
Thirty years ago I was invited to a home cooked meal with some
Japanese friends when I lived in California. The woman asked me if
I would like to receive Okiomi after dinner. I asked her what that
was and she just smiled and said she would give me light. We sat
down facing each other and she raised her right hand and placed it
just inches from my forehead. With my eyes closed I could feel a
kind of ancient wind blowing by me as she chanted in Japanese. It
felt wonderful. She explained later that she was taught an old
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Japanese technique of giving light through her hands and I could be
taught how to do this. I started driving into San Francisco once a
week to the Dojo to practice giving and receiving light. After several
weeks of this I started to give light myself. I would simply raise my
hand and allow light to flow into the top of my head (crown chakra),
through my body and then out through my hand to the person or
thing in front of me. Giving light through my hands is very much
like creating art with a paint brush.
Our hands are such a gift and we all contain the power of healing
through them.
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His Hands
Michael Kauffman
Frail, lifeless, colorless hands, folded in repose, just above his belt,
Placed there by some unknown hands,
Just like he would have put them as he reclined in his favorite, overstuffed
chair, not that long ago.
Strong, workingman's hands - milking cows, delivering calves, tossing bales
of hay, driving a team of horses, and digging into the rich earth to plant seeds
and trees.
Gentle hands (that never changed a diaper) extending one long finger to hold
onto as I crossed the street, lifting me onto the back of a pony at the fair,
steadying my first bicycle as I wobbled along the gravel, pitched a softball so
it could be hit and folded in prayer before every meal.
Mean hands that hit me with force a child should never feel, that held whips,
belts, and even a baseball bat to separate the punishment from the hands,
and threatened to drive me away.
Steady hands that could squeeze the trigger and bring down a deer at 300
paces, that with scalpel could separate the skin from a bird to be mounted
with the taxidermist's skill, and could unravel the line of a hopelessly tangled
fishing reel.
Welcoming hands, which waved to passing acquaintances and strangers
alike, shook the hands of newcomers and constituents, and invited the less
fortunate.
Saving hands that reached down to pull me from the water gasping for
breath after sinking for the second time.
Old, wrinkled, shaky, unsteady hands, scribbling, "Love, your Dad."
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A Handy Guy
Steve Rosen (A very HANDsome
guy)
I can HANDle anything! I can fold a
HANDkerchief, while using a
HANDsaw, getting out of
HANDcuffs, making a HANDicraft,
doing some HANDsprings, shooting
a HANDgun, holding a HANDrail,
playing HANDball and giving a
HANDout!
So just call on me, brother, when
you need a HAND! We all need
somebody to lean on!

I could touch your hand
You are that near
Yet the distance
Between us
Would span continents.

The Buddha in the yard
Raises his hands,
Smiling in gratitude
For the sacred space
Where he stands.
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WEB INSIGHTS--DO NOT MISS!
The man who loves to roller blade:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xn87 -mcnoVc

David Whyte on past present and future:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Lu85L111Y

Ra Paulette:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxcftjJ39BU
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Jenny’s Farewell
They tied me to a fence-post outside the shelter,
Then they sent me to a foster home,
Where I was rejected once again.
They said I was too angry.
But you took me in,
You were patient,
Gave me lots of love.
Where others hit me you played with me and,
Taught me how to be gentle Even with those dumb cats.
I got to return the favor whenever you got mad.
I didn’t hide in the other room,
When you were angry with the world and stomped around
the house.
I showed you the same patience and love you showed me.
Then I lost 25 pounds and my body hurt all over,
I turned 12 and was all worn out.
I tried taking walks with you,
But I just couldn’t do it anymore.
It was time for me to say goodbye,
You heard me.
You arranged for me to go to sleep,
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So I wouldn’t hurt anymore.
I know you will miss me, as I miss you,
And all the love we gave to each other.
Our days of play are over for now,
Yet, I know that sometime, somewhere, somehow,
We will hike through tall Ponderosas once again.
We will chase squirrels and rabbits that we will never catch,
You will chase me through the streams of Glorieta once
again,
Then you will take me for a hike - to the top of the world!
All you have to do is remember our love…
- Your Jenny
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Both Hands in Chains
Lane Leckman
The phone rang sat 1:36 AM. “Lane, this is Pat. We’re in front of your house.”
In spite of the late hour, I was expecting them. Pat Beres, a fellow volunteer
with the New Mexico Faith Coalition for Immigrant Justice, had at 9:30 PM,
a few hours earlier, agreed to drive to Milan,New Mexico to pick up Amadou
(a pseudonym). He was waiting for her in a guard house of the Cibola Prison
at the entrance to that facility. She drove over an hour there to pick him up
and over another hour back to bring him to Albuquerque. Neither why the
prison was releasing him late at night nor why they couldn’t transfer him
was not ever clear. They were after all the only ones in this situation being
paid to do anything. I had agreed at the same time, 9:30 PM, to give him
shelter and take him into my home for the night. As I waited the several
hours it took Pat, a tall, cheerful and generous woman, to drive out to Milan
and back, I wondered, who was the man I had just agreed to put up at my
house? I admit the thought crossed my mind that he could be a murderer, a
crazed felon. I resolved to wait until I met him to form any impression. The
previous five African men released from Cibola that had recently stayed with
my wife Deb and myself had all been generous and grateful, wholesome
young men. After receiving this call so very early in the morning, I looked out
the front door and there was Pat walking up my walkway with a very tall and
bushy haired dark man behind her. Once they were inside and Pat
introduced him, Amadou smiled a smile that could have melted the hardest
heart. He was clearly delighted to be finally free. Amadou and Pat had
chatted the whole way back from Milan and the prison where he had been
held for over a year. She excitedly told me he spoke French, Spanish, a little
Portuguese, Wolof and even English a bit. Not knowing any Wolof, “Bon soir,
Amadou; je m’appelle Lane.” It was late and Pat still had another half hour to
get home. She left soon after her quick and enthusiastic introduction. All of
the possessions Amadou had were in a small pack and even smaller cloth bag.
Due to the late hour I showed Amadou where he would sleep, gave him an
extra two blankets, showed him the thermostat, the bathroom, towels, the
shower, the refrigerator, food, gave him a pillow and then went upstairs to
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bed. Filled with thoughts and concerns, sleep did not come quickly. I went
back downstairs and sat at my computer sending emails to those whose help
Amadou and I might need in the next days and weeks. Now only two days
later he had told me his story in brief. He was a Moslem man in Senegal but
because of a friend’s entreaties and stories he converted to Catholicism. This
made his family very unhappy but it was the imam’s ire that caused the
major problem. He was put in an Islamic jail. It was there he realized he
needed to flee Senegal. The consequences of his shift in Faith would haunt
and restrict him wherever he went in that very small country on the Atlantic
coast of Africa. Ninety-two percent of Senegal was Islamic. He left Senegal
and first went to Brazil where he worked for a year. He had to earn money to
help him on his journey. He then traveled by bus and on foot the many miles
to Costa Rica where he worked for another nine months before resuming his
journey to ‘les Etats-Unis’, the United States. In Senegal he had worked
selling construction materials as well as at a job repairing computers. Upon
arriving here he requested asylum. As is supposed to happen he was then
given a ‘credible fear’ interview. Until 2014 anyone requesting asylum as
they crossed the border into our country was given a credible fear interview.
If they passed the CFI, the credible fear interview, they were entered into the
system and a hearing would be scheduled before an Immigration Judge
whose ruling would determine if the individual would get asylum. Such
people fleeing their native countries often for their very lives would then be
allowed to live on their own until this hearing. In the meantime they were
only required to let the Customs and Immigration officials know where they
were living. Only people who crossed the border illegally and later requested
asylum upon being apprehended were detained. Getting asylum means that
after a year the person was eligible to get a green card, indicating permanent
residence. After another four years, such people were eligible to become
citizens once they passed a test on American history and government. This
asylum policy was in place because of the basic generosity of the American
people and our desire to help those in need of protection. This process worked
well because the people seeking asylum have every reason to appear at
scheduled hearings. Doing so means they were still in the process of possibly
getting legal status in the United States. In 2014, under President Obama,
who deported more people than any other president, this policy changed. Now
everyone seeking asylum regardless of whether they had presented
themselves at the border or not was imprisoned. Those requesting asylum at
the border had not committed any crime whatsoever.
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The government used a euphemism, “detained’, but the truth was they were
imprisoned. It is critical to understand they are imprisoned without having
committed any crime; something forbidden in our Constitution’s Bill of
Rights. The first group of people imprisoned were women and their young
children coming in record numbers to our borders from three countries in
Central America: Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala. I had met and
interviewed many of these women and their young children, many only four
or five years old. They had been threatened with their very lives. In their
legitimate terror they decided to leave their homes. They then had to make
their way to the US often being traumatized on their way. Once here, our
government did not welcome these strangers as any Christians among us had
been instructed to do by Jesus for whom he was supposed to be their Lord
and Savior (Matthew 25:31-45). No welcome, instead we locked these women
and small children in prison. The civil unrest, the dissolution of legal
institutions, and the rise of gangs which was causing this migration was all
directly attributable to the United States’ foreign policies in Central America
over the previous six decades. Our CIA arranged a coup in the 1950s to
override a democratically elected president in Guatemala because his policies
intended to put “Guatemala First”. This created unrest and a civil war. Our
coup was enacted only because the United Fruit Company of the United
States did not want their banana operations in Guatemala to be
inconvenienced. Later in the 1970s and 1980s our support of death squads in
El Salvador to strengthen a right wing government created devastating
conditions. Many civilians, including a number of nuns and other religious
workers and even the Roman Catholic Archbishop of El Salvador Oscar
Romero were brutally assassinated by these death squads trained by our
government and operating with our support.
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The forty year right wing dictatorship of Anastasio Somoza was overthrown
in 1979 by rebels naming themselves the Sandinistas after the revered
Nicaraguan freedom fighter Augusto Cesar Sandino. Sandino was
assassinated in 1934 by Somoza as he took power. Because of the
Sandinistas, President Ronald Reagan decided that Nicaragua constituted a
Communist threat to our country. He had obviously never been to Central
America nor had he seen the small size of these countries nor their poverty.
To think that any of these countries could threaten the US was laughable.
And though the Congress at the time hesitated to initiate action against the
Sandinistas, Reagan and his administration did so illegally and
surreptitiously and in so doing undermined the already unstable government
of Honduras. He and his minions turned Honduras into yet another right
wing dictatorship plagued by disorder and an inability to maintain the rule of
law. These three countries have the world’s highest rates not only of homicide
but also femicide. For anyone wondering, ‘femicide‘ is the killing of women.
Uncontrolled violence in the culture at large inevitably leads to increased
rates of domestic violence. Going to the police for help was not just unhelpful
but dangerous due to the ascendancy of the gangs now ruling these countries.
As a retired psychiatrist I had rendered help to these women by doing
evaluations to support their asylum claims. Seeing them imprisoned was
painful enough. Hearing their stories was traumatizing. Committed to
helping these people in need I continued the work at Cibola prison where
many men were being held until their asylum claims could be heard. Once
again I felt the same compassion for them and their plight. On one trip as a
volunteer with the New Mexico Immigrant Law Center I met Taavi who had
fled civil war in the Cameroon; I met Musimbwe and Jean (these are all
pseudonyms) who had escaped persecution and likely death at the hands of
the despotic dictator on the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Feeling
helpless, at the end of our conversations I wrote my name, phone number and
address on a piece of paper three times and handed them each one of the
papers, saying, “If I can help.” Subsequently these men received asylum and
were released from Cibola. Each of them came to stay with Deb and me. I was
able to do this only because I had told my wife Deb about how I had handed
out my name and phone number right after I had done it. So when asked to
provide shelter we were ready. She knew the stories and from her heart said
yes. With Amadou, my decision was both easier and harder. I knew the both
the worth and value of these young men and also their needs and the sense of
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responsibility that came with housing them. The next night after Amadou’s
arrival I sought out Taavi and his cousin Madu (also a pseudonym) both of
whom like Amadou had no family to go to elsewhere in the United States and
had decided to stay and make their way in Albuquerque. The four of us went
together to dinner. Before moving into a more independent living situation
Taavi and Madu had spent part of November and December with Deb and
me. These months were rich and rewarding, Deb and I found ourselves
referring to them as “the kids” so much a part of our life they had become.
Taavi and Madu knew Amadou from Cibola and as often happened at such
reunions they all were thrilled to meet again outside the premises of the
prison. At dinner that night they talked of their times in Cibola and relayed
to Amadou the many things he would have ahead of him in America. Perhaps
the most touching story I heard was late in the evening as they reminisced
about the day they were taken from the Cibola prison in Milan to
Albuquerque to be finger printed. Why they couldn’t be fingerprinted at
Cibola I never found out. What I did learn was that they had been chained
around their necks, with both hands together and both their feet chained
together to be transferred the eighty miles. They laughed about it until I
expressed my dismay and distress. Amador then told me how one of the men
that day had cried out. From the evaluations I had done in which I had heard
the horrific details of how some of these men were tortured in their countries
of origin for protesting injustice, I knew from whence that cry came. And as I
looked at these three wonderful and talented young men eating Thai food
with me in an Albuquerque restaurant I felt such a deep sorrow. To what,
dear God, had our country come?
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Ode to My Hands
David Keunzli

Over the years, Dear Hands, you have…
Grasped…the truth of what I needed for tomorrow
Let go…of what is past and done
Raised up to the light…what I needed to see
Picked through… to find the gems from my yesterdays
Pointed the way…when I was lost
Dialed me in…when I was out of focus
Held together…the pieces of my puzzled life
Reached out to others…to help and be helped
Tapped down…the pillow for my sleepy head
Threw into the air…the Frisbees of a fun day
with the little ones
Rubbed together…the sticks to light my fire
Wrote and played songs…to soothe my soul
Touched me and others…with love and tenderness
Prayed with gratitude…for the gift of life and a better day.
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Labor’s Contemplation
from Swoosh of Heron Wings
Raymond Warren Johnson

Smooth cool creek
soothes feet that walk
up mountains to meet morning’s labor.
In clear humility
I use my mannered hands
and splice the fallen sugar pine
to carry down the mountain side
on my labored back.
We have assumed
construction of a solid home.
Like the pastel butterfly
touching my fleshy hand,
tasting with touch,
I taste this wild home.
Fluid creek
soothes my tired feet.
Old oak’s roots exposed
speak plainly of water’s erosion.
The fallen pine, this paper
tell me of mine.
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A Helping Hand from a Living Angel
Don Rogers
Patti, Chip and so many other Santa Fe Road Rider’s - Thank you for your
support, kind thoughts and prayers during my difficult recovery. I am very
blessed to be writing this. Today is my one month anniversary since my heart
attack. I certainly wasn't prepared for my day to turn out the way it did...I
told my wife I had a little upset stomach - nothing in particular as I drove to
Ft. Marcy. I said hi to Patti, saw several folks I didn't know (of course sizing
up their bikes and what they looked like). I was really jazzed to be getting
some exercise on that beautiful Santa Fe day. We started up that lovely little
climb on Old Taos Highway. I felt strong and decided to take the lead. I
needed that day's group ride as I hadn't ridden in several days and was
grieving over the loss of my father only 10 days earlier.
I loved the rollers Tano Road and Las Campanas provided and was my first
introduction to many of the roads. Again, I felt strong, accelerating to the
front of the group, and sharing the pulling with several others at various
times. At no point did I experience any classic "symptoms". I have taught
thousands of students in CPR, First Aid and AED classes at Los Alamos
National Laboratory since 1987 and I am a state certified New Mexico
EMT…
I did experience some minor symptoms - arm discomfort in both arms and
some jaw discomfort at some point in Las Campanas. I didn't say PAIN and it
went away. I began to experience fatigue prior to our second to last stop.
There were only three other riders ahead of me, that was all. Still nothing
seemed out of the ordinary. And I emphasize, I had been riding very strong
all day.
But I did experience tiredness, extreme for me as I now recollect where after
the second to last stop, I had lost all stamina. I even had a hard time staying
with the back of the group as we took off. At this point, I reconciled this must
be the ribs we had the night before. They must have been bad, flu bug, food
poisoning anything but the problem I would eventually experience on 599. I
sat down noticing how exhausted I truly felt. A little rest and I would ride
straight to my car; that was the ticket. After our last stop, half the group
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headed back to Las Campanas for extra miles. The other half rode off toward
599 and Buckman. I slowly got back on my bike and could not keep with the
group heading toward Buckman Road.
Still nothing clicked about my impending situation. I turned on Highway 599
and I thought - ride to Ridge Top, cross over to Tano, head down Old La
Vegas highway, completely downhill to my car. No problem, a piece of cake.
Still nothing remotely concerned me when I had to stop 3 times between La
Tierra and Ridge Top Road exits – only 2 ½ miles. DENILE, maybe because I
ride 50-70 miles easily on my bike, practice yoga, do Pilates, ski black slopes,
play hockey and officiate college hockey games. My wife and I eat well. I do
like red meat occasionally, a delicious meat pizza every blue moon but mostly
salads, fish and chicken. My cholesterol numbers are defined as normal. I AM
A PICTURE OF HEALTH. I rarely get sick. I am the poster child of a person
whose life has been blessed - I travel, have two successful small businesses,
great wife and have little perceived stress!
I don't know how long it took to ride those two and half miles after stopping
and resting three different times. When I arrived at Ridge Top I was
completely exhausted and just figured I would pause, collect myself and
eventually head uphill toward Tano Road. Then I threw up, again my
comprehension, it had to be the ribs. I layed there next to my bike for an
undetermined amount of time. My "living angel" said he tapped me on my
shoulder and said I was in the fetal position complaining of chest pain. I don’t
remember any of this…The only memory I have is seeing this black pickup.
Tommy Lopez of Expert Towing got out of his truck and asked if everything
was all right. I do remember Tommy saying "I don't want this on my
conscience". His remark making sense now with the fact that he must have
observed a pretty confused cyclist who only wanted to be taken to his car.
Tommy knew something was wrong and instead of taking me to my car as I
had insisted, he drove to Ft. Marcy Fire Station. Station 1 Paramedics were
either on the Plaza at the pancake festival or were on another call. Tommy
called 911, while at this point I began to roll on the fire station grass writhing
from the most unbearable arm pain I had ever experienced. Thank God Unit
1 arrived shortly thereafter, noticing my discomfort and directed me into the
ambulance. Nine minutes, nine short minutes from stepping into the
ambulance, to saying I felt light headed, my eyes rolling back in my head, to
being unconscious, not breathing and in cardiac arrest. The Paramedics
performed CPR, shocked my heart with 200 joules from an AED and then
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performed additional CPR. I woke up not realizing any of this. The
Paramedics told me I had been shocked by their AED and had come back
fairly quickly. I didn't make any sense of what had just taken place till much
later.
I arrived at the ER with 7 or 8 professionals attending to me, anxious and my
arms causing extreme discomfort. I was immediately taken to the ‘cath’ lab
for an angioplasty procedure to open up my blocked artery with a stent
placed in my left arterial descending artery which was 100% blocked. A
blockage of 30% in my right coronary artery was noted which I'm told can be
maintained with exercise and proper heart healthy nutrition.
I have been in cardiac rehab three times a week for almost a month. I am
implicitly following my exercise physiologist's directions and maintaining a
slow program of exercise to allow the heart muscle to heal. All told it is a
three month program. My wife and other caring friends all say I will recover,
it will take time. I will be stronger and be the same person as before...But
will I?
Where am I today - physically my strength continues to improve I am now
exercising 44 minutes utilizing 3 different exercise machines. I felt and saw
sweat on my body for the first time this morning.
But emotionally I am worn out, exhausted, my tank empty, sad, grieving,
angry, and frustrated. I have wonderful temporary distractions like my
grandson, but mostly difficult periods of being overwhelmed as I am learning
to process my feelings. My questions keep revolving like a record with a stuck
needle - losing my Dad, why am I here, will I recover, will I be the same, why
did I get a second chance at life, will I have another heart attack, was my
Dad looking down directing Tommy to stop and attend to me? Question after
question swirling around...
I appreciate all your concerns. I miss riding with you. Patti has talked about
group ride changes. James has talked about anybody looking good on the
outside BUT, it is the inside we all need to think about. Both my grandfather
and my dad both died from heart disease. My family history caused this, not
anything any one of us did or did not do! My stress of holding things inside not sharing my feelings helped play a pivotal role. My stress ultimately
almost contributed to what is known as the "silent killer".
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I have a huge journey in front of me. My hope is that each of you will learn
from my experience. It is my hope I will motivate you to make your lives
better, to make your lives healthier and to count your blessings. And don't
forget to say "I love you" to someone you care about. Thank you for letting me
be a part of your lives.
Be safe, ride strong!
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BARNRAISING
This section is intended to hold a place for
announcements of relevant events and happenings, as
well as invitations for participation, support, in the
fashion of pulling your neighbors and loved ones
together for an old-fashioned barn-raising. Here are
a few such items to prime the pump for the next
edition:

>The Brotherhood Community is an organization
dedicated to the development of Inte grated Male Leaders –
men who embody their power and sensitivity, who are fully
thriving in every area of their lives, and who collaborate
with people of all genders in service of a more beautiful,
equitable, and sustainable world.
If you’re a man with a beatin g heart and a burning desire
to make the world a better place, you will be fully met
here.
Learn more at www.brotherhoodcommunity.com

>Sustainable

Mindfulness: Beyond the Obvious
Saturday, April 21, 9:00 a.m.–5:30 p.m.
First Unitarian Church
3701 Carlisle Blvd NE, Albuquerque
Barry Cooney and Vittorio la Cerva will be presenting
The New Mexico Leaders in Mindfulness fourth annual conference applies
contemplative practices to current local challenges, cultivating new ideas and
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connecting mindfulness to actions. Local catalysts—including youth,
educators, and business professionals—will lead activities to inspire outsidethe-box approaches to contemplation.
Tickets ($75 for general attendees; $40 for youth) include a vegetarian lunch,
the full day of programming, and an evening social hour. On-site childcare
may be available. Learn more about this community-resourced experience
at mindfulnewmexico.com/2018conference.
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Father’s Hands
Hank Blackwell
In the quiet memory
of your folded hands,
is held the distance
of your silent journeys,
the melody
of unsung love songs.
Now, these marbled,
bony fingers rest
upon a heart’s final measure
like a worn headstone.
These will soon be my hands,
and it is then I am reminded,
in these reflections,
of how very much
you have always
meant to me.
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